
 

UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS LONDON – GOVERNING BODY MEMBERS 

The University of the Arts London is one of the world's largest specialist higher education 
institutions in art and design.  The University is seeking new lay members for its governing 
body, the Court of Governors, which is responsible for the strategic development of the 
University.   
 
The University brings six colleges together in a single federated structure: Central Saint 
Martins; London College of Fashion; London College of Communication; Camberwell 
College of Arts; Chelsea College of Arts; and Wimbledon College of Arts. 
 
Members of the Court of Governors are distinguished individuals with a strong interest in the 
arts, design and the creative industries, including media and communication.  They offer a 
wide range of particular professional expertise relevant to the development of the University.  
To maintain the balance of this well-rounded team, the University is now seeking to appoint 
other persons with entrepreneurial acumen, business expertise and interest in the arts and 
education who are willing to bring their experience and expertise to the work of the 
University. 
 
This voluntary position offers the opportunity to be associated with the future of a dynamic 
institution at the very heart of the creative industries in London, with a national and 
international student body and reputation.  As the University is a charity and you will be one 
of its trustees, you must not be disqualified from being a trustee and should not have any 
conflicts of interest with the work of the charity. You will be asked to submit a CV. Two 
references will be required. 
 
Becoming a governor involves a considerable time commitment. The Court of Governors 
meets between 4-5 times a year.  Meetings generally start at 5pm and last for 2 to 2.5 hours.  
Governors are also expected to attend two half day Away Day events which start at 
lunchtime. In addition, most external lay governors are members of at least one committee.  
Committees tend to meet up to three times per annum with meetings lasting between 1-2 
hours.   
 
If you are interested in serving in this capacity or would wish to suggest others who may be 
suitable, please contact Stephen Marshall, University Secretary and Registrar, 272 High 
Holborn, London WC1V 7EY, tel. 020 7514 6111, email s.d.marshall@arts.ac.uk.  
Information about becoming a governor is available on the University’s website: 
http://www.arts.ac.uk/about-ual/strategy-governance/governance/court-of-governors/  
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